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The Rise of Localized Social Marketing
As social media becomes an even bigger part of our everyday consumer lives, how we use it and what
we expect from it continues to evolve. While social presence began with big brands and businesses
extending the reach of what TV, websites, or early display ads could achieve, the evolution of social
platforms has provided businesses large and small with ways to truly interact with fans, followers, and
customers on a more personalized local level.
Consumers and marketers are converging on social platforms in much more meaningful ways through
the proactive sharing of insights and feedback, and engaging conversations spurred by local topics
and needs. To keep pace with this trend, social platforms are providing a growing list of features and
functionalities such as reviews, social conversations, and local Business Pages that now enable what
we have come to call Localized Social Marketing.

Localized Social Marketing
[loh-kuh-lahyz d soh-shuhl mahr-ki-ting] | noun
Marketing efforts that focus on building a local presence for a business, leveraging locally-driven
communication channels to reach the specific local communities it serves (rather than a broad/
national approach). May include social media marketing, review sites, social advertising, and other
two-way engagement channels.

In this report, we dive into SOCi platform data between Q4 2017 and Q3 2018 to identify patterns,
trends and best practices in building a Localized Social Marketing strategy.
In this report we’ll explore...
•

Key areas of Localized Social Marketing being leveraged by SOCi users to date.

•

Benefits of executing a Localized Social Marketing program.

•

Best-in-class examples of successful Localized Social Marketing programs.

•

Marketplace trends and our thoughts on its continued evolution.
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Why is Localized Social Marketing So
Important for Multi-Location Brands?
As part of social media’s continued evolution, consumers are liking, sharing, commenting on, and
reviewing businesses near them.
Everything from the content on your social pages, to mentions of your brand in social conversations,
to the ratings and reviews left for individual locations, affect the overall visibility and perception of your
brand and can make the difference between your business location being chosen or passed up in
favor of other options.

Consider these facts:
• Social is second only to referrals as a customer
acquisition source 1
• 70% of consumers turn to social and review sites for
customer care issues 2
• Ratings and reviews are now the # 1-factor consumers
use in determining which business to visit 3
• More than half of consumers have passed up a
business due to their local ratings & reviews 3

Sources: 1. facebook.com/business/recommendations 2. Franchise Industry Marketing Survey, Highervisibility.com
3. SOCi + LSA: The Great Conversational Divide
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Why is Localized Social Marketing So
Important for Multi-Location Brands?
As social media platforms expand their features and functionalities to focus more on localized
engagement, networks like Facebook are gaining steam as important forums for recommendations
and reviews, alongside traditional review sites such as Yelp or Better Business Bureau. In fact, reviews
from sources like Google My Business and Facebook are top ranking factors in Google search results,
making it even more essential to manage your social and online reputation for each and every
business location.

1 in 3
People on Facebook use
the platform to look for
recommendations
and reviews1

1900% Growth
in Facebook Local Business Pages since 20122

Sources: 1. facebook.com/business/recommendations, 2. Facebook Internal Data July 2017
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Over 70% of brand engagement on social is
happening at the local page level.*
Though there is still a lot of room for improvement on the part of multi-location businesses on
social platforms and review sites, the organizations that have had the foresight to add Localized
Social Marketing to their strategic mix are seeing tremendous benefits. According to a SOCi and LSA
collaborative research project earlier this year, Facebook Local Pages are experiencing nearly 2x the
impressions of Brand Pages, and nearly three-quarters of all user engagement. Today’s social-driven
consumers crave relevance and there is nothing more relevant than locale. Brands and businesses
that have not added Localized Social Marketing to their mix are missing out on not just the latest
trends in strategy, but also a huge portion of their audience.

Share of Content
Impressions*

Share of User
Engagement *

34%

28%

66%

72%
Local Pages

Brand Pages

*Source: SOCi + LSA Report, A Guide to Facebook Marketing for Multi-Location Brands (2018)
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Who is Using Localized Social Marketing?
More than 48,000 individual, local social profiles, and more than 19,000 review site profiles are
managed on the SOCi platform each month … and growing.
Between Q4 2017 and Q3 2018, SOCi users have published nearly 3.5 million social posts – an
average of nearly 72,000 posts per week.
A look at SOCi accounts by industry reveals the types of organizations taking advantage of
Localized Social Marketing.

Top 10 Industries Leveraging Localized
Social Marketing

1. Real Estate

6. Health, Fitness &
Personal Care

2. Agency

7. Hospitality

3. Retail

8. Construction

4. Food & Beverage

9. Business Services

5. Medical

10. Finance $

Source: SOCi Platform Data, Q4 2017 - Q3 2018
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Where is Localized Social
Marketing Happening?
Top Social Media Platforms
Among Multi-Location Brands, Facebook is the dominant platform for localized social marketing
with 4x the amount of profiles and pages under management than we see on networks like Twitter
or Instagram. This is largely due to the fact that Facebook has the ability to create multiple Local Pages
in addition to a corporate or Brand Page, while other networks don’t have the same ability. Facebook
also leads the pack on consumer engagement with 26x the activity seen on the other networks
combined. This data illustrates just how hungry consumers are for local interaction. That’s not to
say that other networks aren’t a valuable part of your Localized Social Marketing Strategy. With its
impending deprecation, we’ll continue to see a shift away from Google+ and into expanding networks
like Instagram as marketers continue their mission to find and engage with key social audiences.

Top Networks by Volume of
Profiles or Pages

Top Networks by Social Engagements
(on the SOCi Platform)

(on the SOCi Platform)
Instagram

LinkedIn

6%

6%

Twitter
Instagram

1.42%

2.23%

LinkedIn

0.03%
Google+

0.02%

Google+

14%

Twitter

15%
Facebook

Facebook

62%

96.29%
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Localization is Redefining Meaningful Social
Media Engagement
Not all engagements are created equal so your focus should be on where you are experiencing
High-Value vs. Low-Value Engagement. Think of Low-Value Engagement as the more passive, oneclick activities including likes and retweet; while High-Value Engagements such as replies, comments,
reviews, or shares, take more time and effort.

Facebook Engagement Breakdown

LOW-VALUE

88.3%
Like

HIGH-VALUE

9.1%
Comment

2.6%
Direct
Message

Through its recent algorithm changes, Facebook has been limiting the reach of content that receives
low-value engagements and other networks are following in their footsteps. Therefore, it’s important
to identify and double down on content that is bringing in comments, replies, and shares and drive
direct messages on any of the social networks in order to stay competitive and visible. Part of a smart
and diversified Localized Social Marketing Strategy is aggregating and understanding your data in
order to make adjustments as algorithms and audience interest shifts.
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Driving Results with
Localized Social Marketing
A CASE STUDY

The Challenge:

The Strategy:

Sport Clips came to SOCi with the arduous task

We worked with Sport Clips to regain control

of managing more than 1,800 locations and

of its local presence, which included a huge

staying competitive in each of those markets.

hurdle: claiming more than 1,800 local pages,

The brand’s challenges included:

and syncing all franchise accounts on Facebook,

•

Limited brand awareness

Twitter, Google+, Google My Business, and

•

Issue aggregating and addressing reviews

Yelp. Through use of the platform, the brand

•

300-500 negatives reviews each month

was able to deliver quick and easy content and

•

1,800+ local social media managers

scheduling, and develop workflows that focused

•

Struggling to create consistent voice

on accountability and efficiency at the local level.

across social properties

The Results:
Over the course of the first few months on the platform, Sport Clips saw...

3.5 M

Total Social Interactions

+3%

In Local Community
Engagement

4.29/5
Star Rating
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Where is Localized Social
Marketing Happening?
SOCi clients are especially tuned into the need to better manage the online reputation of not just
their national or global brand, but also each business location. Through the platform they are able to
aggregate reviews coming from a variety of review and social sites.
According to usage across the SOCi platform, Google My Business, Facebook, and Yelp are the top
sites for local reputation management. Google My Business accounts for the highest percentage of
recieved reviews, and recent shifts to its algorithm are making reviews even more prominent. Did
you know that Google now considers reviews a top ranking factor in local search?—and that’s not
limited to your ranking or reputation in Google My Business. Google search also pulls in Facebook
recommendation ratings, Zagat, and others. Therefore managing your online reputation – in all the
places customers leave feedback – needs to be an essential part of your marketing mix.
Even more compelling is the fact that Facebook is a close second in reviews. Let that sink in. This
illustrates the rise of social networks right alongside traditional review sites as a place where
customers can and do leave feedback about your business...feedback that, left unmanaged, could be
detrimental to your online reputation.

Top Review Sites
by Volume of Reviews

Facebook

Expedia

3%

30%

Other

10%
OpenTable

4%

Co

en

H.

TripAdvisor

3%

Yelp

12%
Source: SOCi Platform Data, Q4 2017 - Q3 2018

Google My Business

38%
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Positive Changes on Facebook
for Local Businesses
In August of this year, Facebook announced changes to its Business Pages in an effort to connect
more customers and help local businesses grow. Facebook’s reviews and star rating system has been
replaced with Facebook Recommendations, a feature dependent on some of the most intentional
activity a user can conduct on the platform – literally recommending a product, service, or business to
another user.
While for consumers this change may seem like just another tweak to their everyday use, the shift
draws attention to two significant ways in which users interact with Facebook – conversations and
local search. Both points of interaction have major bearing on your online reputation.
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Localized Social Marketing Best Practices
With a better understanding of both business activity and consumer engagement, we are able to evolve
our strategies and tactics accordingly. While it’s always important to track and analyze your own unique
Localized Social Marketing data, we can offer three key best practices that can help you expand brand

1

visibility in local communities, enhance conversations with local audiences, and grow your local influence.

Each Social Platform Requires a Different Content Frequency
Though there are 4x more Facebook Business Pages and profiles connected on the SOCi platform
than all other networks combined, users are posting at nearly the same frequency to LinkedIn,
Instagram, Twitter, and the soon-to-be-defunct Google+. According to our in-house social media experts,
the frequency at which you post to these networks goes far deeper than checking a box. Depending
on the network, frequency matters and can either help or hurt your organic visibility. SOCi users are
posting to all the major social media sites an average of three times per week, which is a great start. In
considering the nature of each network, its unique functionalities, and audience attention span, a higher
frequency posting practice may be the way to break through and find even greater visibility in platforms
like Twitter and Instagram. For Facebook and LinkedIn, limiting your posting to two to three times per
week is optimal due to the variety of content available on those platforms, their depth, and length.
ASK THE EXPERT

4-5

Lani Gobazela
SOCi Client Content Lead

Average Posts by Social Profile per Week
vs. SOCi Recommended Frequency
Recommended Posts per Week

Q: How often do you recommend that clients post on social

Average SOCi Posts by Page per Week

media in order to stay relevant and drive engagement in
their local markets?

Twitter

4-5
2.9

A: Consistency is so important when effectively managing
and looking to grow local engagement through Localized
Social Marketing. When working with clients, we recommend
creating a schedule that includes two to three Facebook
and LinkedIn posts per week, and daily posts to Twitter

Facebook

and Instagram, due to the nature of those platforms, their
algorithms, and user behaviors. But keep those posts within
the window of Monday through Friday for optimal visibility.

4-5

Instagram

LinkedIn

3.3
2-3
3
2-3
3.4
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Localized Social Marketing Best Practices
Response Time Is Everything

2

Think That
Negative Review
is Permanent?
Think Again.

Our recent report with the LSA found that 77% of consumers
expect a response to an online review or comment . While Facebook
1

and Google My Business have the fastest average response times (5-6
days) among all networks, this is far below consumer expectation. Your

89%

customers want to hear back from you within 24 hours and so multilocation businesses need to prioritize response time as an important

of consumers are willing to

method of customer service. The longer you take to respond, the more

change a negative review,

frustrated a follower or customer will be, and the more likely it is that

depending on the business’

customer and her social circle will not do business with your brand.

response to their criticism1

Average Response Time by Review Network in Days
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A Holistic View of Your Online Reputation:
Take a moment to really review the sites highlighted in the graph above. Most are consumer-driven review sites, but sites
like Indeed and Glassdoor also play an important part in your online reputation. Disgruntled former employees
may leave a message for the company on their way out in the form of a bad review. These reviews are still searchable
in Google and may come up as consumers are considering your business. In not managing these less obvious review
sites, you can hinder future recruiting efforts, impacting your business in another, very important way. All of this goes to
illustrate that it’s important to manage any and all reviews pertaining to your business, on any channel they may exist,
and to do so in a prompt and professional manner.
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Sources: 1. SOCi + LSA: The Great Conversational Divide, 2018,
2. SOCi internal customer data analysis (2018)

Localized Social
Marketing in Action
A CASE STUDY

How Social Response Can Close the Loop
Between Online and Offline Customer Care
“Our industry and certainly our organization traditionally viewed social media
marketing and online reviews as necessary evils — mediums we had to deal
with that created fires we had to put out. In using SOCi, we came to understand
our data and activity from both a 30,000-foot point of view and a super granular
local perspective, and a lightbulb went off. Social profiles and review sites are the
preferred methods of communication for today’s renters. Now, we take them
seriously and have worked to close the gap between online outreach and local
action — deploying local support or maintenance staff to fix issues quickly and
respond to feedback. SOCi has been an operational game changer.”

Shellie Sylla
Director of Marketing | Steadfast Companies
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Localized Social Marketing Best Practices
Don’t Let a Few Negative Reviews Impact Your Star Rating

3

You might assume that a few negative reviews could destroy
your business’ reputation, but that’s not usually the case.

Consumers expect a few less-than-perfect reviews, but usually don’t
let one sway them from doing business with the brand. But if you’re

Fun Fact

struggling to come back from a handful of poor reviews, or taking the

Of all the users that engaged

first steps to manage your online reputation, it’s important to know the

with SOCi client content on

benchmarks you need to work toward by review site or network. The

Facebook, just <1% posted
negative feedback.

below graph outlines the combined average star rating of SOCi clients
by some of the top review sites and networks managed on the platform.

Average Star Ratings by Review Site or Network
(Q4 2017 - Q3 2018)
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One perk of negative reviews is that they let you see the areas you can
immediately work on to improve customer service , product quality, or
whatever else customers are complaining about online.

Did You Know?
68% of consumers want 3.5

The key is swift response. As soon as a negative review comes in,
apologize to the reviewer and work to remedy the situation, maybe

stars or more and 52% prefer at
least 4 stars for the companies
they do business with...1

offering a refund or something “on the house.” Then deal with whatever
the issue was internally.
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Sources: 1. SOCi + LSA - The Great Conversational Divide, 2018
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What’s Next? Future Trends in Localized
Social Marketing
The future looks bright for Localized Social Marketing. We’ll continue to see changes on social
platforms that make it easier for consumers to interact with brands and more intuitive for businesses
like yours to understand how to best engage your audience.

Expect that Sense of Urgency to Increase
Though not all brands are yet meeting consumer expectations, that will change as they see the

!

benefit to being speedy to respond. Customers are taking the reins when it comes to dictating how
brands interact with them, and smart brands will begin to monitor these platforms daily to respond
to comments and questions...particularly if response time ends up factoring into ranking in search
engines, which it very well may.

The Evolution of Reviews
Reviews will continue to expand from traditional review sites and become more ingrained in social
platforms. As part of that expansion, reviews and recommendations will gain increased prominence
as an SEO strategy as Google and other search providers give high star ratings and positive customer
feedback more sway in search results. And with the demise of Google+, Google has released
functionalities within Google My Business to enhance customer feedback and engagement, such as its
Q&A function. In the industry, these moves have been viewed as their baby steps back into social media.

More Results-Driven Advertising
As organic reach continues to fall across top social platforms like Facebook, businesses need
to employ tactics like content boosting and targeted social ads in order to obtain the reach and
engagement their pages and posts deserve.
Alongside this need, social ads will continue growing in sophistication and localization while decreasing
in cost to attract local businesses, focusing on the ability to identify and boost well-performing content
and locally relevant information.
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About SOCi
#60 on the 2018 Inc. 5000 list of the fastest growing companies in America, SOCi is the leading social
media and reputation management platform built to address the complex needs of highly visible
Multi-Location businesses. An award-winning leader in the industry, SOCi has pioneered more than a
dozen unique marketing tools to help multi-location brands oversee, maintain, and protect their brand
at the national level, while simultaneously scaling presence across hundreds, sometimes thousands,
of local pages. For more information on how SOCi can fuel the success of your social media channels
while protecting what matters most--your online reputation--visit http://www.meetsoci.com.

About the Data
The SOCi platform data leveraged in this report was gathered from Q4 2017 through Q3 2018,
based on client-connected accounts and activity seen therein. In this report we analyzed data from
nearly 300 client accounts including 48,149 social profiles, 3,444,386 social posts, 19,043 review site
integrations, 537,629 reviews, and 38,914 responses.

Questions or Feedback on this Report?
Please email: marketing@meetsoci.com.
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Discover What SOCi Can Do for You.
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